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Abstract
Background: Practical experience suggests that usage and
understanding of UML diagrams is greatly affected by the
quality of their layout. While existing research failed to pro-
vide conclusive and comprehensive evidence in support of
this hypothesis, our own previous work provided substan-
tial evidence to this effect, also suggesting diagram size as a
relevant factor, for a range of diagram types and layouts.
Aims: Since there is no generally accepted precise notion
of “diagram size”, we first need to operationalize this con-
cept, analyze its impact on diagram understanding, and de-
rive practical advice from our findings.
Method:We define three alternative, plausible metrics. Since
they are all highly correlated on a large sample of UML di-
agrams, we opt for the simplest one. We use it to re-analyze
existing experimental data on diagram understanding.
Results: We find a strong negative correlation between dia-
gram size and modeler performance. Our results are statis-
tically highly significant, and exhibit a very large degree of
validity. We utilize these results to derive a recommendation
on diagram sizes that are, on average, optimal for model un-
derstanding. These recommendations are implemented in a
plug-in to a widely used modeling tool, providing continu-
ous feedback about diagram size to modelers.
Conclusions: The effect sizes are varying, but generally sug-
gest that the impact of size matches or exceeds that of other
factors in diagram understanding. With the guideline and
tool, modelers are steered towards avoiding too large dia-
grams.
Keywords Diagram Understanding · Diagram Size
Metrics · Cognitive Load · Experiment · Gestalt Principles
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1 Introduction
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been called the
“lingua franca of software engineering” [39, p. vi] for over
15 years now. It is a generally held belief that visual lan-
guages are superior to textual languages in that they sup-
port human perceptual and thought processes, and that this
is also true for the UML, in fact, that this is a major reason
for the adoption and success of UML. However, there are
actually no compelling research results to support this be-
lief. There are theoretical works such as [14,23] who point
out the importance of layout and provide elements of a con-
ceptual framework for studying layouts, but do not provide
empirical evidence. There is also a body of experimental re-
sults on the layout of UML class diagrams and how it affects
human understanding and problem solving. However, there
are substantial differences between the layouts of class di-
agrams and most of the 13 other notations proposed by the
UML, so the findings lack generalizability. Also, most of
the findings are ambiguous or inconclusive, and sometimes
unintuitive. In particular, only very small effects have been
found in vitro. For instance, Eichelberger and Schmid note
that “We could not identify [...] a significant impact [by dia-
gram quality]” (cf. [9, p. 1696]).
On the other hand, practical experience in industrial soft-
ware projects suggests a much higher impact of good or bad
layout, and previous work by the author strongly supports
this hypothesis (see [47,48]). Inspection of our data and a
qualitative study with our study participants suggested, how-
ever, that the size of the models portrayed in the diagrams
might be a relevant factor. In order to study this question, we
define a precise notion of diagram size and re-examine ex-
isting data sets of substantial size (78 participants, well over
1200 measurements). Our working hypothesis is that mod-
eler performance correlates negatively with diagram size.
We also hypothesize, that layout quality matters more with
increasing diagram size: small diagrams are easy to use irre-
spective of the layout quality simply because they are small;
modelers simply cope with bad layout. With increasing di-
agram size, however, the visual and/or mental capacity of a
modeler is stretched, so that the impact of poor layout qual-
ity to modeler performance will show up more and more. In
other words, layout quality matters more, and is more ap-
parent for larger diagrams. Note that, while we will elab-
orate on the notion of layout quality in Section 2 below, a
precise and quantitative definition of this notion is beyond
the scope of the present paper. For the time being, the terms
“good” and “bad” will remain intuitive—exploring the no-
tion of diagram size is a necessary but insufficient step to-
wards a more satisfying definition of diagram quality.
In our previous publications [47,48] we have analyzed
the impact of UML diagram layout quality to various indi-
cators of modeler performance including score and errors,
preference and assessment, and cognitive load (cf. [25]). We
could show that layout quality does indeed have a major im-
pact on the understandability of diagrams in all of these di-
mensions. We found that this holds irrespective of diagram
type, but is modulated by expertise level. In the process of
the analysis, the data also suggested a strong correlation
between diagram size and outcome, based on a tentative
and informal notion of diagram size. So we conducted the
present follow-up study that defined this informal notion in
a precise way, and studied the connection to modeler perfor-
mance.
In order to analyze the relationship between diagram
size and modeler performance, we need to formalize the no-
tion of diagram size first, since such a concept did not exist.
We have defined three plausible, progressively refined met-
rics of diagram size and calculated them on the 36 diagrams
previously studied in [48]. Surprisingly, there is a high cor-
relation between all the metrics, so, by Occam’s razor, we
selected the simplest one, and have correlated it to the previ-
ously measured outcomes. We could identify a strong neg-
ative correlation between diagram size and modeler under-
standing of the respective diagram.
Exploiting this relationship in the opposite direction, we
can determine practical limits to the size of diagrams that
afford being understood easily and correctly by modelers.
This limit is useful as a guideline to inexperienced modelers,
such as students. We have also implemented these guidelines
in a plug-in to a UML modeling tool so that modelers receive
continuous feedback about the size of their diagrams.
Paper outline and relationship to previous work We first de-
scribe the commonly accepted criteria for good diagrams
(Section 2). We derive diagram size metrics and compare
them (Section 3), and explain the experiments conducted
(Section 4). The analysis of the factor “diagram size” (Sec-
tion 5) are presented, and threats to validity are discussed
(Section 6). We also implement and validate our work as a
tool for diagram size monitoring and provide some feedback
on its usage by students (Section 7). Section 8 discusses the
related work, focusing particularly to the more recent publi-
cations and broadening the scope considerably. Finally, we
summarize our findings, assess their contribution to the state
of the art, and outline future work (Section 9).
This paper is a much extended version of [49], adding
large parts of Section 3, elaborating with more a detailed
analysis and more data in Sections 4 and 5, providing the
tool the implementation and validation (Section 7), and also
comprehensively updating the Related Work (Section 8).
2 Quality of Diagram Layout
In this section we summarize the well-known rules of good
layout, as far as they are relevant to UML and similar dia-
grams. We take these as a given, leading to a mostly intuitive
understanding of good and bad layout. Rather than trying to
formally define these vague notions directly, we shall first
retreat to the simpler and more basic notion of size, thus fo-
cusing on objective aspects of diagrams. In future work, this
notion can then be used for a better definition and study of
the complexity and quality of diagram layout.
2.1 Diagram layout levels
In this section, we will briefly review the knowledge on aes-
thetic criteria for the layout of UML diagrams and its effects
on model understanding. A detailed discussion of aesthetic
criteria for class diagrams is found in [7, p. 54–65], a re-
cent survey of empirical results on layout criteria is found
in [9]. Wong and Sun [54] provide an overview of these cri-
teria from a cognitive psychology point of view, along with
an evaluation of how well these principles are realized in
several UML CASE tools. Purchase et al. discuss aesthetic
criteria with a view to the layout of UML class and commu-
nication diagrams (cf. [32,31]) and also provide sources to
justify and explain these criteria (cf. [29]). Eichelberger [6]
also discusses these criteria at length, and shows how they
can be used in the automatic layout of UML class diagrams.
The layout of UML diagrams is governed by four levels
of design principles (see Fig. 2). First, there are the general
principles of graphical design and visualization that apply
to all kinds of diagrams, and probably any kind of visu-
alization. For instance, in a good layout, elements should
not obscure each other, the Gestalt principles should be re-
spected [16], text should be shown in a readable size, ele-
ments should be aligned (e.g., on a grid), and there should
be sparing and careful use of colors, and different fonts or
styles. This is the “grapheme” level [11] that is addressed by
a theory like Moody’s “Physics of Notation” [22,51].
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Good layout practice
 - Join/cluster similar elements
 - Arrange orthogonal ly
 - Place elements in ﬂow
Poor layout practice
 - Crossing and bending edges
 - Overlaping/obscuring elements
 - Varying visual variables

Fig. 1 Examples of good/bad layouts of a diagram as used in the study
Second, there are layout principles applying to all struc-
tures that can be considered a graph in the mathematical
sense. Thus, good layouts should avoid or minimize cross-
ings, bends, and length of lines. Most of the empirical re-
search on UML diagrams focuses on principles from this
level, for instance the work by Purchase, Eichelberger, Maletic,
Sharif, and others (see Section 8 for a more detailed ac-
count).
Third, there are layout principles that apply mostly only
to notations like those found in UML. For instance, dia-
grams with some inherent ordering of elements should main-
tain and highlight that ordering as visual flow. Visual clut-
ter should be reduced by introducing symmetry when possi-
ble. For instance, similar edges should be joined, similar el-
ements should be aligned and grouped, and so on. In UML,
this means that if a class has several subclasses, it might be
helpful to group and align the subclasses and join the arcs
indicating the inheritance-relationship. Another application
is found in activity diagrams, where several consequences
of a decision could be aligned and grouped. This might be
called the level of layout patterns, which has so far not been
studied in great detail.
Fourth, there is the level of pragmatics, that is, support
for underlining the purpose of a diagram in order to better
address the audience. Items may be highlighted by color,
size, or position to guide and direct the attention of readers.
On this level, rules and guidelines from lower levels may be
put aside to better serve the paramount purpose of conveying
the message and telling whatever story the diagram designer
intends to tell. This level has been called pragmatic [23,14].
2.2 Diagram layout factors
Previous research was motivated by the rationale of improv-
ing automatic layout algorithms by finding weighing factors
that would result in layouts that appeal more to humans. In
that sense, the point of the research was not primarily to
study human behavior and perception, but the tools and al-
gorithms they intended to calibrate. As a consequence, most
previous studies focused on individual low-level layout prin-
ciples of the first and second level mentioned above (see
Fig. 2, and cf. [38,7,10,55,32]).
The results show that there are many factors for the (per-
ceived) quality of diagram layout, and that their impact varies.
All of these factors, though, seem to have a rather small im-
pact individually, as existing results had only marginal sta-
tistical significance, and pointed to small effect sizes (see
e.g. [32,31,29]). We believe that this may be a consequence
of the rather small populations, and the specific stimulus
samples used in experiments by Purchase and others.
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Visual Principles, Gestalt Laws
Graph Layout Principles
Visual Flow and Symmetry
Diagram Pragmatics
apply uniform fonts and style, respect Gestalt laws of proximity, continuation, ...
avoid line bends and line crossings crossings, space elements evenly ...
visual ﬂow corresponds to visual ﬂow, visual symmetry correspond semantic similarity, ...
target diagram to audience, reﬂect on implicature, ...
Layout Principles Practical Layout Guidance
1
2
3
4
Layer
Fig. 2 The principles of diagram layout are organized into four layers.
Also, the ranking and contribution of these criteria vary
across different diagram types. Even between class and com-
munication diagrams, which are rather close relatives as far
as concrete syntax and layout are concerned, Purchase et al.
show notable differences in the ordering and impact of lay-
out criteria [32, pp. 246]. While this question has not been
explored for other diagram types, it is likely they will exhibit
an even greater variance, in particular regarding notations
with greater conceptual and visual differences. For instance,
flow is clearly a dominating visual property of Activity dia-
grams, whereas it is much less prominent in Class diagrams,
and yet another visual style is found in Sequence diagrams.
Intuitively, different diagram types constitute different vi-
sual languages that afford different visual styles, implying
different criteria for the assessment and optimization of lay-
out. This observations is well captured by the four layers of
layout we outlined in the previous section: we sometimes
optimize for higher level principles (such as overall diagram
flow) at the expense of lower level flaws (such as line bends
and crossings). Therefore, we conjecture that higher level
layout principles may overrule lower level principles, and
that good layouts can only be created with a holistic ap-
proach including all layers simultaneously, thus taking also
into account the particularities of the respective visual lan-
guage. In other words, there is no single layout algorithm
and set of calibration factors across visual notations.
For humans creating diagram layouts, however, a set of
comparatively vague guidelines together with some instruc-
tion is often good enough for practical purposes. Humans
may (and will) mix and match criteria from all four levels
as appropriate and create what they and their peers perceive
as high quality UML diagrams. Of course, there is still a
large degree of subjectivity in this definition, but it does cap-
ture the intuition.1 Therefore, in the remainder of this paper,
we will call a diagram (layout) good, if it (mostly) adheres
to the criteria from all these levels, and bad if it violates
them. Generally speaking, in terms of the four levels of lay-
out rules described above, if a diagram layout does not (sig-
1 Observe that the diagrams in the “good layout” treatment of this
and previous studies were optimized by hand, and [47,48] shows that
the optimization was indeed successful.
nificantly) violate any of the rules on the first two levels but
(more or less) adopts the rules described in the latter two lev-
els we call it a “good” layout. Conversely, we call a diagram
layout “bad” if it consistently violates these rules. An more
precise definition of “good” and “bad” layout is not possible
at this point, and beyond the scope of this paper. The evi-
dence provided below, however, takes us closer to such an
objective, quantifiable definition of the quality of diagram
layout.
3 Size of UML diagrams
Surprisingly, there are no generally accepted metrics on model
size, and apparently none at all for diagram size, neither on
the context of UML nor any other similar modeling notation.
Thus, we are lacking a reference point for the correlation to
modeler performance and need to define such a metric first.
We will visit three plausible candidates and compare them
to find the most appropriate.
3.1 Metric 1: Number of Diagram Elements (NODE)
We believe the simplest conceivable metric is to simply count
the number of diagram elements2, giving the NODE metric.
(NODE) sizeN(d) :=| {element ∈ d} |
Following the argument presented in [51], we assume
that there are effectively three different kinds of graphemes:
lines, icons, and shapes, where the latter can be further split
into simple shapes like geometric figures, and complex shapes
that made up of other graphemes (see Fig. 3).
The justification for treating icons such as the stick fig-
ure representing actors differently than complex shapes is
derived from perceptual psychology, in particular Gestalt
2 Diagram elements are not to be confused with the model elements
shown in the diagram.
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Grapheme
ComplexShape
SimpleShape
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Fig. 3 Kinds of shapes considered by our metrics.
psychology3 Clearly, the elements of icons are very close
to each other, so much so, that by the Gestalt law of proxim-
ity, they are perceived as belonging together. Also, the brain
abstracts semantically connected elements into larger, more
semantic units, an operation known as chunking, in order
to improve the utilization of short term memory [21]. Thus,
we hypothesize, that e.g. a stick figure is processed and per-
ceived as a unit rather than a compound.
Based on the Gestalt laws [56], and common sense about
modeling notations, we defined counting rules as follows.
We count every element of a diagram that has discernible
visual features, such as rectangles representing classes, el-
lipses representing use cases, straight lines representing as-
sociations, and so on. Regarding bended or multi-legged lines,
we count each segment individually, but we include inte-
gral parts and adornments such as arrow heads, attached
names, or stereotypes required for element disambiguation.4
We count textual labels as additional individual elements if
and only if they are not a necessary part of an element. For
instance, the label representing the name of a class is consid-
ered to be included in the count of the rectangle. However,
properties of the class are counted as one label each. Con-
sider the diagrams shown in Fig. 4. Both of these diagrams
contain 3 shapes, 4 line segments, and 1 label. The follow-
ing table shows the counts for the other examples shown in
Figures 1 and 12.
LINE TEXTUAL
DIAGRAM SHAPES SEGMENTS LABELS SUM
Fig. 1 (left) 7 14 7 28
Fig. 1 (right) 7 17 7 31
Fig. 12 18 25 20 63
3 The Gestalt laws have first been described in the 1920s by Ko¨hler
[17] and others; they are today covered by any introductory textbook
on perceptual and cognitive psychology. Consult [16] for one of the
original sources.
4 Observe that this way, we organically include curved lines which
are defined by a set of auxiliary points just like multi-legged lines.
3.2 Metric 2: Weighted Number of Diagram Elements
(WNODE)
Obviously, the NODE metric is trivial to define and straight-
forward to compute. However, it is arguably not just simple,
but too simple. For one thing, it disregards topological in-
formation (i.e., containment), which certainly contributes to
diagram complexity and information content. Also, NODE
does not take into account differences in complexity among
the potential elements of a diagram. Clearly, diagram ele-
ments come with varying degrees of details, and thus convey
different amounts of information to the reader. Rather than
counting all elements per se, we might want to capture their
contribution in terms of complexity or information content.
The simplest way of doing this is to include a weight factor
for the individual types of elements which compensates for
differences between element types. However, it is not quite
clear what the “right” weights are, and how we may obtain
them. In order to decide this, we need to explore the decom-
position of graphemes.
3.2.1 Decomposition of complex graphemes
Many of the graphemes defined by the UML are compounds,
that is, they are made up of other, simpler graphemes. In-
evitably, this gives rise to alternative decompositions. For
instance, a class with a name and two compartments may be
interpreted as one big rectangle with a label and two lines,
or as one rectangle with a label and two adjacent rectangles
of same width (see Fig. 5).
FOO
FOO
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OR
FOO
+
=
+
+
D
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Fig. 5 Even the most pedestrian of UMLs graphemes give rise to al-
ternative decompositions: a class with two compartments may be inter-
preted as one big rectangle with two lines, or as three adjacent rectan-
gles of equal width.
For more complex examples, even more decompositions
arise. Consider a UseCase with an extension point repre-
sented as a Class with an attached visual stereotype (a nota-
tion proposed in [24, p. 675]). Fig. 6 illustrates this example.
It could be either parsed into a rectangle with label, a line, a
small ellipse, and two grouped labels, or it could be decom-
posed into two rectangles, one with a (“built in”) label and
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Fig. 4 Two simple examples of counting diagram elements: a class diagram (left) and a use case diagram (right), both of which contain 4 shapes,
4 line segments, and 1 label, totaling 9 elements. Observe that (most) shapes include one label, as do lines where the label is indispensable to
disambiguate the meaning of the line, such as the stereotypes in the use case diagram.
a small ellipse, the other with two amalgamated labels. The
same problem occurs with other notations in the UML, and
in fact, many other notations beyond UML.
<Name>
extension points
<ep name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
extension points
<ep name>
extension points
<ep name>
extension points
<ep name>
<Name>
<Name>
<Name>
extension points
<ep name>
<ep name>
<ep name>
extension points
extension points
Fig. 6 Decomposition of graphemes is ambiguous: of these two alter-
native decompositions, the Gestalt laws suggest that the decomposition
at the top is more commonly found as the “natural” interpretation.
Perceptual psychology has shown that the human visual
apparatus prefers certain interpretations over others, as trig-
gered by particular geometric cues. Generally speaking, the
“natural” interpretations are simpler or less complex than
other, theoretically equally possible interpretations, leading
to a plethora of visual paradoxes. The findings of [53] sug-
gest that it is mostly the larger and/or enclosing structure
that is decisive for the overall interpretation of compound
shapes. We emulate these findings by parsing “outside in”,
and deciding for the smaller overall element count when de-
composing compound graphemes.
3.2.2 Relative weights of graphical primitives
We postulate that the different groups of graphical primi-
tives we have identified above have different weight in the
sense that they impose varying degrees of cognitive load on
modelers. The exact values of these weights can only be de-
termined experimentally, so we leave them parametric for
the time being, defining a generic weight factor weight(e)
for diagram elements e, that depends on the element type
and its complexity level. All in all, we can now define the
visual size of a UML diagram as
(WNODE) sizeW(d) :=
∑
e∈d
weight(e)
where we use the notation e ∈ d to indicate that e is an ele-
ment of diagram d. We make the following judgments.
– Decorations at the beginning or end of a line or line seg-
ment (such as arrow heads) are considered to be an inte-
gral part of the line (as before), but increase its complex-
ity.
– Simple shapes are considered of low complexity, shapes
containing other shapes are considered to be of medium
complexity, while complex shapes and icons are consid-
ered to have high complexity. The name-label of a shape
is included if its complexity does not exceed that of the
underlying shape; in that case, the complexity of the la-
bel prevails.
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– Labels are strings of text that are attached to or posi-
tioned relative to other elements. Labels are restricted to
single lines. Single characters or short names are consid-
ered simple, long names are considered as medium com-
plex, and structured expressions like sentences or opera-
tion declarations are considered to be highly complex.
With these conventions, we define diagram size as the
number of elements in a diagram, weighted by their com-
plexity (e.g., one might define the weights 1, 1.5, and 2 for
low, medium, and high complexity). This metric is substan-
tially more difficult to compute than NODE, but it reflects
the intuition more accurately, and could thus be expected to
be more realistic, and provide higher validity.
3.3 Metric 3: Adjusted Number of Diagram Elements
(ANODE)
Still, one might argue that the second approach is too sim-
plistic, as the influence of diagram types is not considered.
After all, every UML diagram establishes a context that re-
stricts the admissible vocabulary in this diagram to a small
subset of the overall UML meta-model. The vocabularies
can differ significantly by diagram type. For instance, there
are many more notational elements in the UML sub-language
of Activity Diagrams than there are in the sub-language of
Use Case Diagrams. Thus, according to classic information
theory, the weight of any element in an Activity Diagram
ought to be higher than the weight of the elements in Use
Case Diagrams. That way, more information is conveyed by
an Activity Diagram than by a Class Diagram of the same
size.
In analogy with classic information theory, the number
of choices should determine the information content (i.e.,
the weight) of a diagram element. We compute the informa-
tion content of diagram elements as the binary logarithm of
the set of similar elements a modeler may chose from, per
diagram type. So, for every diagram element e from a class
E of diagram elements in a given diagram type, we compute
the weight of an element as the logarithm of the vocabulary
size. Using this as a weight factor provides a third metric of
diagram size.
(ANODE) sizeA(d) :=
∑
e∈d
log2|Ed|
where Ed is the set of admissible elements in the notation
used to express d. we use the notation e ∈ d to indicate
that e is an element of diagram d. Observe that there is no
difference between NODE and ANODE when looking at
one single diagram type: any observable effect would appear
equally in both metrics. However, when comparing different
types of diagrams, differences ought to become visible.
3.4 Comparing NODE, WNODE, and ANODE
Applying the three metrics defined above to compute the
size of the diagrams given in Fig. 1 yields the values 30,
27.7, and 48.1 for the good layout and 34, 29.9, and 52.1 for
the bad layout, respectively. Obviously, these metrics assign
different size values to the different diagrams even though
the diagrams represent the same model and, in some sense,
do not convey different amounts of information. However,
the poor arrangement adds line segments, so that a modeler
is in fact dealing with more information. In that sense, all
the above metrics satisfy their purpose.
Clearly, we will need to validate these diagram size met-
rics. So, we computed the sizes according to each measure
with some (sensible) variations for the weights of the sec-
ond metric for the same 38 diagrams that have been used
in [47,48]. We compared the outcomes pairwise using Pear-
son’s product-moment correlation. Surprisingly, we found
that all three measures show very high levels of correlation
with each other (0.967, 0.983, and 0.992, respectively) with
very high confidence (p < 10−15). That is to say: the mea-
sures do not yield significantly different results, it does not
matter which metric we use. So, by Occam’s razor, we de-
cide for the one that offers the practical advantage of being
simple to compute, that is, in the remainder we simply count
the number of diagram elements as a metric for diagram size
(NODE).
4 Experimental setup
The data which we analyze in this paper has been obtained
by a series of experiments [48]. We restrict ourselves here to
a cursory description of that experiment. We have kept the
terminology and identifiers used in the earlier publication
to allow easier comparison, at the price of some unobvious
names in this paper.
The experiments were conducted on three disjoint pop-
ulations of students at different levels of expertise. Students
were given a set of sheets where each sheet contained a
UML diagram, ten questions about the model visualized by
the diagram, and questions to assess the difficulty and clar-
ity of the diagram, personal preference, and subjective as-
sessment of layout quality. Demographic data was collected
along with an informed consent sheet.
The experiment was designed using [27] as a guideline.
The dependent variables are accuracy and speed of com-
prehension, and preference. The independent variables are
population, diagram type, and layout quality as measured
following or violating the characterization of layout quality
given in Section 2. This setup is visualized in Fig. 7.
In total, 78 students participated (completion rate over
80%), each answering questions for up to 9 out of 36 di-
agrams. The diagrams were extracted from three different
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Fig. 7 Outline of the experimental setup: independent variables (left), study parameters (middle), and dependent variables (right).
case studies to ensure participants could not carry over ex-
perience from one diagram to another. The sequences of dia-
grams presented were counterbalanced to eliminate learning
effects, resulting in four different questionnaires that were
randomly assigned to participants. Instructions were care-
fully created and provided in writing to reduce experimenter
bias.
4.1 Model population
The models used in the experiments have been created by
students as part of their coursework in a requirements engi-
neering course taught by the author. These models belonged
to one of three case studies and have been prepared by teams
of 4-7 students over a period of twelve weeks with an ap-
proximate effort of 600-800 working hours for each model.
For each case study, two or three teams worked in paral-
lel; for each case study, the model of the team achieving the
highest grade was selected. This procedure ensured several
desirable properties.
Firstly, by using models created by students undergoing
the same course and being awarded the same grade, very
similar levels of modeler capability and model quality may
be assumed. Furthermore, the models used exhibit a large
degree of methodological homogeneity in that they are very
similar in terms of model structure and size, model and di-
agram usage, and frequency distribution of diagram types.
Also, in the models used in our experiments, model elements
had their original, semantic-bearing names, whereas in some
previous experiments this vital aspect seems to have been
deliberately eliminated by giving meaningless synthetic names
to model elements (cf. [9, p. 1697]). Secondly, the course
is evaluated by practitioners rather than academics, and the
evaluation employs realistic evaluation criteria. Therefore,
we feel justified in claiming that the models underlying our
experiment are realistic wrt. their size, quality, and purpose
are very close to industrial reality. Finally, all of these mod-
els used exist at the same stage of the software life cycle,
namely requirements analysis.
In contrast, all earlier works seem to have used only a
single case study and model, and most work has been carried
out on models at the design or implementation level. Also,
there is no indication in previous work as to how close to
the reality of practical software development the underlying
models are.
We have also analyzed our model sample for size by type
(Fig. 8, top). The differences are not statistically significant.
For comparison, we have estimated the size of the class dia-
grams stored in the Gothenburg UML repository (GUR, see
[15]). We found that sizes range from 2 to 314 elements (me-
dian 39, mean 45.54, std. dev.=33.34, n=810), with the mid-
dle quartiles ranging fro 22 to 59 elements.5 The distribution
of the GUR sample is shown in Fig. 8 (top). Clearly, the me-
dian size and variance of the class diagrams reported in GUR
are larger than in our sample. While the variation is easily
explained by the much larger sample size, the difference in
diagram size median is a genuine phenomenon. Since the
Gothenburg repository is, to our best knowledge, the largest
of its kind currently available, this may document a limit of
the ecological validity of our findings. On the other hand,
the GUR population has been created by harvesting class
diagrams from the web, which may in itself amount to a size
bias. All we can assert at this point is that our sample is cov-
ered by the GUR population.
We have also elicited the number of diagram flaws they
contain (Fig. 8, bottom) according to our working definition
5 For technical reasons, we could not consider line segments, thus
the sizes we report for GUR diagrams may sometimes be smaller than
those we have used in our study.
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Fig. 8 The sample diagrams analyzed for size and number of flaws, by
diagram type and layout quality.
given in Section 2, i.e., the number of line crossings and
bends. Clearly, diagrams with bad layouts have substantially
more flaws than diagrams with good layouts, precisely that
is how we defined “good” and “bad” layouts. It is also clear
that the variance varies for diagram types. This is because
our definition of size considers textual labels. Thus, the at-
tributes and operations commonly found in Class Diagrams
increase the size, but hardly contribute to the number of line
crossings and bends.
4.2 Diagram samples and questions
From each of the three case studies we selected one large
and one small diagram from each of the three diagram types
(Class, State Machine, and Sequence) yielding 18 diagrams.
We then trimmed to fit onto a questionnaire page, and cre-
ated two layout variants for each of these, one adhering to
the rules defined in Section 2, and one violating them. In
most cases, this amounted to substantial improvement and
minor deterioration of the original diagrams for the “good”
and “bad” conditions, respectively. This yielded 36 differ-
ent diagrams. Fig. 1 above shows an example of a pair of
good an bad layouts, the complete set can be downloaded
from the web6. A sample questionnaire can be found online,
too.7. Fig. 8 (top) shows the comparison by diagram type,
Fig. 8 (bottom) shows a summary of the number of diagram
flaws (line bends and crossings) by diagram type and layout
quality. Fig. 9 shows the sizes of all individual diagrams in
the sample, split by type.
A catalog of ten questions was developed for each of the
three diagram types. These catalogs have then been adjusted
to the other five diagrams of the same type, e.g., we changed
the model element names used in the diagrams, the expected
answer to questions, or adjusted to the diagram size. These
18 sets of similar questions were then combined with the 36
diagrams to form 36 different sheets with one diagram and
ten questions each. For each of the 18 models, there are two
sheets with the same questions on the same model appearing
once in a good, and once in a bad layout.
Before the first three experiments, different permutations
of five different sheets had been created to validate the ques-
tionnaires, estimate the time required, and to explore learn-
ing and carry-over effects.
We created nine question sheets, combined them into
two different sequences, such that in both sequences there
are at most five small or large models, and exactly three
models of each of the three types. These sequences were
then associated with appropriate diagrams such that both se-
quences had at most five good or bad layouts each. Then,
the complement sequences were created, i.e., those two se-
quences, that had the bad layout corresponding to the good
layout found in the original sequence, and vice versa. This
way, no participant of any of our experiments was asked to
answer two sheets with different layout of the same model,
all participants received nine different out of twelve treat-
ments in varying sequences, and all twelve treatments had
roughly the same incidence among all questions.
4.3 Participants and completion rates
The participants for experiments D and E were recruited
among students from different computer science classes at
the Danish Technical University in Lyngby. The participants
for experiment F were recruited among elite graduate stu-
dents and staff from the University of Augsburg.8 All par-
ticipants took part voluntarily with no reward or threat and
6 See http://bit.ly/1VA1Oho
7 See http://bit.ly/1S7rZd0
8 The names of the experiments correspond to those used in [48]:
we keep the numbering to allow easier comparison with previous work.
Experiments A, B, and C are published in [47].
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Fig. 9 Distribution of sizes and types of the diagrams used in the experiments: every colored bar represents one diagram of the respective type.
Altogether, 36 diagrams were used. Slightly increased bars indicated poorer layouts.
Table 1 Demographic data on the participants of all experiments, “completion” refers to the completion rate on core questions, the aggregated
completion in the last row is a weighted average. In order to allow easier cross-referencing, we kept the experiments’ identifiers from the original
publication [48].
EXPERIMENT COURSE EXPERTISE MALE FEMALE ALL COMPLETION
D BEng N 29 3 32 75.1%
E MSc I 29 5 34 82.6%
F Elite E 10 1 11 90.1%
ALL - - 68 9 78 80.5%
under complete anonymity, i.e., it was clear to students that
their performance had no influence whatsoever on their grades,
for instance. Immediately before the experiment, all partici-
pants received a ten-minute introduction to those parts of the
UML that were covered in the experiment.
The participants showed a wide spread in UML knowl-
edge. In all experiments, in the core parts of the question-
naire, nine diagrams were presented and ten questions were
asked per diagram. We saw an overall completion rate of
these core questions of over 80%. See Table 1 for more de-
tails on the population.
5 Results
5.1 Correlations between diagram size and modeler
performance
As outlined above, our initial hypothesis was that there is a
correlation between diagram size and modeler performance
in understanding these diagrams. Plotting the diagram size
as defined above against the performance on all diagrams
yielded the scatter plots shown in Fig. 10. Adding trend-
lines reveals that the correlation is indeed present: with in-
creasing diagram size, the mean score decreases while the
variance increases. Similarly, perceived diagram clarity de-
creases with increasing diagram size. Surprisingly, there is
also a positive correlation between diagram size and percep-
tion of layout quality.
We then tested properly for correlations between dia-
gram size and modeler performance. We used the simple di-
agram size metric, as discussed above, and correlated it with
all measures of modeler performance observed in our exper-
iments. We calculated the correlations between diagram size
and modeler performance using Pearson’s product-moment
correlation. We assess the effect size of a correlation of up
to 0.3 to as small (S), as large (L) for values over 0.4, and as
medium (M) for values in between, see Table 2.
It is quite clear that there is indeed a large correlation be-
tween increasing diagram size and decreasing mean scores.
This is in line with the observation that the variance in-
creases with diagram size: increased difficulty will provoke
a greater spread of results. We have seen a similar effect
in our previous studies, where the natural variance in ca-
pability of the population becomes more visible when test-
ing poor layouts because these help less with diagram un-
derstanding. For the good layouts, individual performance
differences matter less, as they are partially leveled by the
helpful layout. This objective measure is further confirmed
by the subjective measure of asking the participants to as-
sess the clarity of the diagrams: uniformly, large correlations
are found between increasing diagram size and decreasing
clarity. Yet more confirmation is found when considering
the subjective assessment of cognitive load: with increasing
size, cognitive load as expressed by subjective assessment of
task complexity increases, too. Observe that subjective as-
sessment has been found to be highly correlated with objec-
tive measures of cognitive load [12], and that both questions
asked to measure cognitive load exhibit similar patterns. The
negative correlation between diagram size and perceived di-
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Fig. 10 Plots of various measures of modeler performance against diagram size (clockwise from left bottom): score mean, score variance, subjec-
tive assessment of layout quality and diagram clarity. The trend-lines are created from linear models.
agram complexity might be an experimental artifact since it
has no statistic significance and relatively small effect sizes.
Confusingly, we also see a positive correlation between
diagram size and layout quality (Fig. 10, top right), which
seems to contradict our hypothesis. We offer two possible
explanations for this phenomenon. The first explanation is
that we might see here a weakness of our experimental de-
sign, especially since all other findings seem to consistently
support our hypothesis. Given the clarity of the finding, how-
ever, that seems unlikely: one would expect a weaker trend.
Another, more plausible explanation is that participants in-
tuitively understand layout quality relative to the diagram
size, i.e., quality is not the number of flaws, but the number
of flaws relative to the overall size. This would match the
usual grading procedure of academic exams. This should be
examined more closely in future work.
All of these effects are substantially stronger for poor
layouts than for good layouts. This is in support of our initial
hypothesis that layout quality matters more with increasing
diagram size. In other words: small diagrams are easy to use
anyway, so bad layout can be easily compensated. For larger
diagrams, however, when the visual and/or mental capacity
of a modeler is reached or exceeded, the impact of layout
quality becomes visible: layout quality matters more, and is
more apparent for larger diagrams.
The results for objective measures and subjective assess-
ments seem to provide stronger results than the results for
cognitive load measures. This effect can be seen for all the
above measures except the subjective assessments of lay-
out quality and clarity. This is a surprising finding: while
it is perfectly intuitive to see a divergence between sub-
jective and objective measures (assessment vs. performance
and load), a divergence between the two objective measures
is counter-intuitive: one would expect a direct causal con-
nection between load and performance, i.e., decreasing per-
formance with increasing load, and if a factor such as dia-
gram size affects one of them, it should similarly affect the
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Table 2 Pearson’s product-moment correlation between diagram size and modeler performance, measured as mean and variance of objective
performance (correct answers, i.e., score), different subjective assessments, and cognitive load measures. In each cell, the first number is Pearsons’
r indicating the size of the correlation, the letter S/M/L classifies the effect size, the next number is the p-value, and the stars indicate its significance
level.
OBJECTIVE SCORE MEAN SCORE VARIANCE
PERFORMANCE r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.423 L 0.010 ** 0.424 L 0.010 **
BAD LAYOUT −0.491 L 0.039 * 0.534 L 0.023 *
GOOD LAYOUT −0.396 M 0.104 * 0.303 M 0.222
QUESTION ANSWERING UNDERSTANDING
r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS 0.200 S 0.242 −0.423 L 0.010 *
BAD LAYOUT 0.046 S 0.857 −0.491 L 0.039 *
GOOD LAYOUT 0.337 M 0.171 −0.396 M 0.104 *
DIAGRAM LAYOUT QUALITY LAYOUT CLARITY
ASSESSMENT r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS 0.538 L < 0.001 *** −0.508 L 0.002 **
BAD LAYOUT 0.521 L 0.027 * −0.563 L 0.015 *
GOOD LAYOUT 0.573 L 0.013 * −0.766 L 0.0002 ***
COGNITIVE DIAGRAM UNDERSTANDING DIAGRAM COMPLEXITY
LOAD r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.338 M 0.044 ** −0.081 S 0.640
BAD LAYOUT −0.452 L 0.060 * −0.313 M 0.207
GOOD LAYOUT −0.197 S 0.434 0.152 S 0.548
other, and both should show up with more or less the same
degree of significance.
Our findings, however, indicate that this is not the case,
implying that there is at least one other factor involved. There
are two potential candidates for this factor: a methodologi-
cal flaw or a cognitive process associated to high levels of
expertise.
First, our observation could be explained by an exper-
imental artifact showing a weakness in our procedure. For
instance, it might be that participants believe that diagram
quality is by definition independent or orthogonal to dia-
gram size. Since this is exactly our research question, we
intended to communicate neither this interpretation, nor the
opposite, but we cannot exclude that there are preconceived
notions. Given the large number of participants that should
reduce experimenter bias, this seems a rather unlikely expla-
nation.
Second, the observation might be explained by a cogni-
tive process found in experts but not in novices. This process
would implement a strategy that allows experts to process
diagrams more effectively than novices, in particular to bet-
ter cope with poor layouts. Such a strategy would have been
developed or acquired, and then automated in the process of
building up expertise, which is, in fact, the very definition of
expertise. We find this second explanation much more con-
vincing than the first. We have therefore explored the differ-
ences in expertise levels further in the next section.
5.2 Correlations differentiated by expertise level
Previous work by Abraho, Ricca and others [1,36] suggests
that the expertise level is important in diagram understand-
ing, and when controlling for expertise levels, more interest-
ing phenomena become visible (see Table 3). In this table,
we have used the same arrangement of values in cells as in
Table 2, but have split the data between modelers with lower
and higher levels of expertise (left and right, respectively).
First of all, we establish that there is indeed a performance
difference by expertise levels in our sub-populations. Us-
ing a one-sided Wilcoxon-test to compare the average score
on good layouts for the two sub-populations, we can reject
the hypothesis that the sub-populations exhibit the same per-
formance with very high significance (p = 0.00013). When
comparing the scores, score variances, and the cognitive load
measures, participants with high expertise level are much
less affected by increasing diagram size than participants
with lower expertise levels. This holds irrespective of layout
quality, but is even stronger for poor layouts. Some of these
findings are not statistically significant, however, since ana-
lyzing the sub-populations separately drastically decreases
the number of data points. Still, all correlation show the
same pattern and tendencies which does add evidence to our
earlier observations.
Even with the reduced population size we find signif-
icant or highly significant correlations between increasing
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diagram size and reduced layout clarity, particularly for poor
layout where correlation exceeds −0.7 (p < 10−3). Again,
the effect is larger for poor layouts than for good ones, and
again, the same pattern is found in the cognitive load mea-
sures (“Understanding” and “Complexity”), though the lat-
ter findings are not statistically significant.
5.3 Quality vs. size
An interesting phenomenon emerges when differentiating
between different types of questions. For each diagram, we
have asked participants to assess diagrams on an absolute
scale regarding both “Layout Quality” and “Diagram Clar-
ity”. While the latter is clearly a subjective assessment (also
by the question instruction), the former is a question that can
be interpreted in a much more objective way.9 For either
question, we see a strong negative correlation to size, i.e.,
both clarity and quality of larger diagrams are rated worse
than for smaller diagrams. However, regarding for subjec-
tive assessment (“diagram clarity”), this correlation is much
larger for good layouts (almost −0.8) than for bad layouts
(−0.563), while there is no such difference when asking for
an objective difference (“layout quality”).
This means, that participants perceived larger diagrams
as more difficult to understanding than smaller diagrams.
And while they did not have a clear-cut idea of what consti-
tutes good or bad layout (apart from diagram size), good lay-
out apparently helped with diagram understanding. Clearly,
we will need a better, more precise understanding of the no-
tion of layout quality in the future to eventually understand
this phenomenon.
5.4 Optimal diagram size
Based on our data, we can compute trend-lines of the corre-
lations, as shown in Fig. 10 (bottom right). Computing a lin-
ear model yields coefficients of a linear equation (intercept =
7.21,slope = −0.014). This allows us to compute the dia-
gram sizes at which the study participants answered a given
number of questions about the diagrams correctly.
Under the assumption that the participants of our studies
and the diagrams used are representative for the respective
overall populations, we should expect that the scores of all
modelers on any UML diagram exhibit a similar distribu-
tion. So, disregarding factors such as individual capabilities
and diagram layout quality, our experiments lead us to ex-
pect a median performance of 6.5 correct answers out of 10
questions asked about a diagram. Or, to put it in another way,
9 Recall that our participants are students in computer science
programs, and are familiar with quality-related concepts like “code
smells” or standards like ISO 9126.
we should expect that half the modelers provide 65% of cor-
rect answers. It seems natural to us to use the median as a
guiding indicator of expected performance.
If we use this indicator together with the linear model
we have created before, we can derive a pragmatic guideline
for diagram sizes, too. The intercept and slope yielded from
correlation data form a linear equation:
modeler score = intercept+ slope×diagram size
Filling in the values and resolving for diagram size results
in a value of 52.3. This corresponds to the expected score of
the median of the modeler population. Thus we conclude
that diagrams with approximately 50 elements should al-
low modelers with at least average capabilities to perform
at least on an average level when understanding UML State
Machine, Class, and Sequence diagrams.
We should expect a degree of variation around this sign-
post value. Given that the score distribution is skewed to-
wards the maximum (which is an inevitable feature of sim-
ilar scales), this should be reflected in the size recommen-
dation. We therefore recommend that, in the absence of any
more specific information, diagrams should contain in the
range of 30 to 60 elements. A geometric interpretation of
the relationship between quartiles of score and optimal size
is given in Fig. 11. An example of a diagram close to this
level is shown in Fig. 12. Section 7 shows, how such a func-
tion can be implemented and integrated in a modeling tool
to provide guidance to modelers.
Fig. 12 Another sample diagram form the experiments: this diagram
contains 63 elements, which is close to the upper bound of size we
recommend.
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Table 3 Pearson’s product-moment correlation between diagram size and modeler performance, controlled for expertise level. The cell content
has the same arrangement and meaning as in Table 2.
OBJECTIVE SCORE MEAN (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
PERFORMANCE r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.494 L 0.002 ** 0.018 S 0.917
BAD LAYOUT −0.397 M 0.103 . −0.173 S 0.493
GOOD LAYOUT −0.615 L 0.007 ** 0.243 M 0.331
OBJECTIVE SCORE VARIANCE (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
SCORE r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS 0.290 M 0.086 . 0.053 S 0.764
BAD LAYOUT 0.254 M 0.309 0.204 M 0.432
GOOD LAYOUT 0.343 M 0.163 −0.085 S 0.736
QUESTION ANSWERING (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS 0.018 S 0.917 0.274 M 0.105
BAD LAYOUT 0.409 L 0.092 . 0.282 M 0.257
GOOD LAYOUT −0.313 M 0.206 0.357 M 0.146
QUESTION UNDERSTANDING (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.494 L 0.002 ** 0.018 S 0.917
BAD LAYOUT −0.397 M 0.103 −0.173 S 0.493
GOOD LAYOUT −0.615 L 0.007 ** 0.243 M 0.331
DIAGRAM LAYOUT QUALITY (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
ASSESSMENT r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS 0.569 L 0.0003 *** 0.484 L 0.003 **
BAD LAYOUT 0.534 L 0.023 * 0.516 L 0.028 *
GOOD LAYOUT 0.615 L 0.007 ** 0.536 L 0.022 *
DIAGRAM LAYOUT CLARITY (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
ASSESSMENT r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.525 L 0.001 *** −0.440 L 0.007 **
BAD LAYOUT −0.742 L 0.0004 *** −0.698 L 0.001 **
GOOD LAYOUT −0.554 L 0.017 * −0.570 L 0.014 *
COGNITIVE DIAGRAM UNDERSTANDING (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
LOAD r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.313 M 0.063 . −0.199 S 0.245
BAD LAYOUT −0.184 S 0.465 −0.064 S 0.800
GOOD LAYOUT −0.421 L 0.082 . −0.306 M 0.218
COGNITIVE DIAGRAM COMPLEXITY (LOW/HIGH EXPERTISE)
LOAD r ES p SIG r ES p SIG
ALL DIAGRAMS −0.082 S 0.634 0.042 S 0.808
BAD LAYOUT 0.133 S 0.600 0.251 M 0.315
GOOD LAYOUT −0.349 M 0.156 −0.134 S 0.595
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Fig. 11 The red trend-line visualizes the correlation between scores and diagram sizes. The great average of all scores (ignoring individual
aptitude and layout quality) is 6.5, which is achieved on diagrams of a size of 52.3 elements. Similarly, the score variance maps into size variance.
Geometrically speaking, this means to mirror the distribution of scores at the size score trend-line. Observe that high scores correlate to small
diagram sizes.
It is important to highlight that this finding dos not imply
that creating smaller or larger diagrams should absolutely be
avoided. In fact, there are many situations where it is advis-
able to create much larger diagrams or smaller diagrams.
For instance, highlighting a particularly important fact may
well warrant a very small diagram with only a handful of
elements in it, or the need for a complete overview may lead
to very large diagrams with hundreds of elements in them.
In the former case, this may just be a poorly utilized area
in a document. In the latter, it might become necessary to
superimpose higher level structures, or use very large me-
dia, such as posters. Both cases occur in practice, and can be
cost-effective, when used prudently.
6 Threats to validity
6.1 Internal validity
Great care has been taken to provide systematic permuta-
tions of diagrams, questions, and sequences thereof to avoid
bias by carry-over effects (“learning”). Any such effects would
occur similarly for all treatments and, thus, would cancel
each other out. Participants have been assigned to tasks ran-
domly. We can also safely exclude bias through the exper-
imenter himself, since there were only written instructions
that apply to all conditions identically. We reduced the dan-
ger of introducing bias through the experimental procedure
by using several alternative measurements for each variable,
thus also corroborating our observations and reducing the
implications of poor readings, outliers, and noise.
6.2 External validity
The selection of the models and diagrams may be a source
of bias. However, we applied objective and rational crite-
ria to the selection, and compared to previous similar stud-
ies, we used three different diagram types (rather than just
one or two), a competitively large number of models, and
very realistic models. The layouts for the models were, to a
large degree, used-as-found, that is, they were created under
realistic conditions by people unconnected to these experi-
ments. On top of that, our study is based on a comparatively
large number of participants. So, the present study is cer-
tainly among the best validated among studies of its kind
and we expect our results to be valid for UML models in
general, i.e., we expect a markedly higher degree of exter-
nal validity than previous contributions can claim.
6.3 Conclusion validity
We have used non-parametric tests, where applicable, to com-
pensate for skewed distributions in our data. We have con-
sistently provided statistical significance level and the effect
size with our inferences. Due to the (relatively) high num-
ber of study participants, most of the inferences we present
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are equipped with high or very high levels of statistic signif-
icance and large effect sizes, using Cohn’s thresholds for the
effect size levels for want of any better guideline. When con-
trolling for sub-populations, the significance levels decrease,
but keep showing the same patterns which is sufficient for
the claims we make based on these data. We do assume a
linear correlation between variables prima facie, but this is
justified by an earlier ANOVA-analysis where the squared
terms were much too small to have a significant impact on
our study.
6.4 Construct validity
Gopher and Braune [12] show that subjective assessment
of cognitive load is accurate in the sense that it correlates
strongly with objective measures such as skin conductivity,
blood oxygenation, pupillary response, or heart rate. Cate-
gorizing layout quality as good and bad was done based on
existing findings on layout understanding and aesthetics (see
Section 8 for more details), which in turn are grounded in the
well-established findings of Gestalt psychology.
There is no established metric for “diagram size” in the
context of UML or similar notations to which we could liken
our own metrics. Therefore, we have developed three dif-
ferent plausible metrics of increasing complexity, but found
that they all correlate highly. Thus, we have opportunisti-
cally adopted the simplest of these metrics. There is no par-
ticular evaluation as to whether this construct is valid.
7 Implementation and Validation
In this section we describe how we have transformed the em-
pirical results obtained above into practical guidelines and a
dedicated metrics tool, and how these have been used in the
classroom in a modeling course.
We have implemented the DIAGRAMMETRICS tool as
part of the MAGICWAND toolset10 that integrates with the
MAGICDRAW UML11 CASE tool, one of the leading com-
mercial tools for UML-based modeling. It implements the
NODE metric proposed in Section 3.1 and visualizes the
count results in a table. It also aggregates the counts in a
gauge and uses color coding to give a recommendation (see
Fig. 13). DIAGRAMMETRICS also calculates the total and
average counts of sets of diagrams contained in a selection,
and displays them simultaneously. The selection can be any
subset of diagrams, or a package in the containment tree in
which case it counts the diagrams that are contained (recur-
sively) in the tree below the selected package. Such an im-
plementation is easily replicated in other modeling environ-
ments.
10 See http://bit.ly/20SXwlk
11 See www.magicdraw.com
In order to assess the usefulness of our guideline and
tool, we used them in a modeling class for undergraduate
students. Then we collected the students’ experience as part
of the general course feedback sessions. This feedback sug-
gests that the playful visualization is slightly distracting at
first, but was generally appreciated by students.
In fact, the visualization seems to be a major attraction.
In another modeling-related course students used MAGIC-
DRAW UML, but were not supposed to be using MAG-
ICWAND. During a live demo session, DIAGRAMMETRICS
was accidentally activated. The students were very keen on
adding MAGICWAND to their toolbox, even for the price
of an additional course assignment: a survey of their usage
habits. The survey showed that most of the students used the
visual feedback permanently, and found it very helpful. One
notable quote was “it’s not much of a feedback, but it’s al-
ways there to remind you not to go overboard”. A more thor-
ough empirical investigation of the effect of MAGICWAND
and DIAGRAMMETRICS in particular is ongoing work.
8 Related Work
The layout of graphs (in the mathematical sense) has been
a longstanding research challenge, both with respect to au-
tomatic layout and to various aspects of usability, e.g., di-
agram comprehension, user preferences, and diagrammatic
inference. Based on the rich knowledge on general graphs,
research on the layout of UML has started with those of
UML’s notations that are closest to graphs, namely, class di-
agrams (cf. [38,7,10,55,32]), and, to a lesser extent, com-
munication diagrams (see e.g. [31,34] who use UML 1 ter-
minology). Other types of UML diagrams, in contrast, have
only attracted little interest so far (e.g. use case diagrams [8],
or sequence diagrams, cf. [2,54]). There is only little work
on the Business Process Model and Notation (see [5]), Event
Process Chains [20,35], and even less on UML activity di-
agrams. Most of these report experiments with very small
numbers of participants, with the exception of [20] which
reports a large scale experiment (n=73) with (brief) follow-
up interviews (n=12).
Research on aspects of UML class diagrams has mostly
focused on the impact of isolated low-level layout criteria
such as line bends, crossings, and length. Unsurprisingly,
each of these properties has little impact by themselves and
are hard to prioritize. The more elusive higher levels like
layout patterns, diagram flow, and the correspondence be-
tween a diagram and its intended message seem to have not
yet been studied empirically at all. The influence of the ex-
pertise level, on the other hand, has been studied [1,36].
The main focus of previous work on UML diagram types
and their layout has been with one of four aspects: diagram
comprehension (cf. [42,43,29,34] and/or user preference (cf.
[32,52]), automatic layout (cf. [7,10,30,8,4]), or one of a
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variety of diagram inference tasks, e.g., program understand-
ing based on visualizations (cf. [54]), or the role of design
patterns in understanding (cf. [43,44]).
Most research uses controlled experiments and evaluate
user performance using paper questionnaires, or online sur-
veys. Only a few contributions have used other methods,
most notably eye tracking (see [3,55,43]). After using both
methods for essentially the same experiment, Sharif et al.
have concluded that these two methods are mostly com-
plementary wrt. comprehension tasks (cf. [41]). Thus, eye
tracking is only favorable for a tightly restricted set of re-
search questions, in particular when taking into account the
considerable cost and effort involved. Having said that, most
questionnaire-based approaches employ only very few par-
ticipants in their experiments, typically in the range of 15 to
30, with the notable exceptions of [42], [33] and [2] involv-
ing 45, 55 and 78 participants, respectively. The research
done for the current paper involved 78 participants.
More recently, there has been the study of Soh et al. [46],
who use eye tracking in a large empirical study (n=21), though
they restrict themselves to class diagrams, and are interested
in modeler performance only with a view to its predictive
value for success in a future professional career. Sharif et
al. [40] study 3 different layout schemes of UML class dia-
grams using both questionnaires and eye tracking on main-
tenance tasks.
There is a body of theory on visual languages (see [19]
for an overview and [13,22] for more recent contributions).
All of these are concerned with the language level, that is
how to specify or analyze visual languages. For instance,
“The goal of [PoN] is to establish the foundations for a sci-
ence of visual notation design.” [22, p. 758]. Our work, in
contrast, focuses on the statements expressed using a visual
language such as UML, that is, concrete diagrams. While
existing visual language theory focuses on issues of syntax
and semantics, our work focuses on issues on pragmatics,
bordering on syntax.
Diagram layout has been classified as “secondary nota-
tion”, suggesting it somewhat less important than the “proper”
elements of a language (i.e., the graphemes, see [11]) and the
rules governing their composition into diagrams (i.e., a lan-
guage’s grammar, see [37]). However, Oberlander pointed
out that “many possible layouts are pragmatically inappro-
priate” (cf. [23, p. 8]) and suggested it would be highly de-
sirable to avoid “unwanted graphical implicatures” (ibid),
and Moody concurs “visual noise (accidental secondary no-
tation) [...] conflicts with or distorts the intended message”
(cf. [22, p. 760]). Furthermore, Petre [26] found that effec-
tive use of secondary notation was a significant contributory
factor to the effectiveness of a diagram, and the major dis-
tinguishing feature between expert and novice use of a nota-
tion.
9 Conclusions
9.1 Summary
In earlier work, we established that layout quality does im-
pact the understanding of UML diagrams [47], and that this
applies irrespective of diagram type, but dependent on mod-
eler expertise [48]. We could so far not answer the question
whether diagram size had an influence, and, if so, what its
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magnitude would be. Thus, in this paper, we developed met-
rics for the size of UML diagrams. Since these metrics cor-
relate almost perfectly on a population of 38 diagrams, we
concluded that it is irrelevant which of these diagram size
metrics is used. Thus we chose the pragmatically simplest
metric. Our results suggest that the number of diagram ele-
ments is a useful metric for diagram size. Our experimental
result suggest preferred levels for this metric.
9.2 Findings
Using this diagram size metric, we re-analyzed existing data
sets and find strong evidence in support of our hypothesis.
We conclude that high layout quality is particularly helpful
for large diagrams, and that it is particularly helpful for mod-
elers with low expertise. Based on these findings, we derive
a pragmatic guideline on the optimal size of diagrams Sec-
tion 5.4 that is (1) very easy to apply in tools, (2) based on
objective findings, and (3) promise to be beneficial to many
modelers.
9.3 Relevance
The findings reported in this article, as well as the metrics
and guidelines proposed may appear straightforward, even
obvious to some. However, we maintain that it is not just
worthwhile to provide evidence also for the seemingly obvi-
ous, but in fact indispensable to seek this evidence. Also, in
the experience of the author, there are actually many people
that do not find layout quality obviously relevant. Recall that
the diagrams used in our study have been provided by stu-
dents as part of their course assignment, including those di-
agrams rated poorly by the study participants. So, the mod-
elers could not or would not create better diagrams.
9.4 Validity
The experimental procedure has been designed carefully to
exclude bias of any kind, learning effects, and distortion.
We have included a relatively large number of participants
(n = 78) in our experiments, as a further contribution to
validity. Most of the tests and correlations we have com-
puted are equipped with high or very high levels of statistical
significance. We consistently report completion rates, effect
sizes, and similar data to allow scrutinizing our results, and
allow other scientists to conduct secondary research based
on our work. Thus we conclude, that our findings have a
high level of validity.
9.5 Future Work
Consistent with previous findings reported in [47,48,49],
a stronger effect is seen in subjective measures (cognitive
load, assessment) than in objective measures (score), point-
ing to cognitive mechanisms to cope with diagram complex-
ity. We hypothesize that increasing extrinsic cognitive load
will lead to stronger effects in the objective measures. One
way of doing this is through dual-stimulus experiments [28,
p. 264].12 Another avenue of study is the usage of other
methods to explore the inner workings of the human brain,
such as eye tracking, or advanced imaging techniques (such
as functional Magnetic Resonance Tomography, see [45]).
In [50,18] we have reported the results of a pilot study us-
ing eye tracking and a sub-sample of the stimuli used in the
study underlying the present paper. We hope this constitutes
the first steps towards a theory of diagram understanding.
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